








The pandemic has created many challenges for education systems across the 

United States.  Mitigating learning loss will be a pressing issue for all school 

districts.  While some believe that we must “catch up”, extend days next year, 

retain students or test them for special services, I do not.  It is important to note 

research is clear on retention.  There are no statistically significant differences

between retained and matched comparison students in the majority of

qualitative/quantitative studies.  Early grade retention does not produce 

enduring academic gains.  There are also negative effects of retention for 
students who have been retained more than once.  

I believe that this unique situation calls for quality over quantity.  We cannot 

gain back the time we have lost with our students, but we CAN begin to use 

data to condense our practices to target student ability.  Teachers can learn to 

use data to ensure they begin where students are and build the quickest path 
forward.  This is our opportunity to get it right.  



Reading Components 

R=D+C

Means
DECODING

• Phonemic 
Awareness

• Phonics

End
COMPREHENSION

• Vocabulary

• Text 
Comprehension
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Reading is a multifaceted skill, gradually acquired over years of instruction and practice.

The Many Strands that are Woven into Skilled Reading
(Scarborough)

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

VOCABULARY KNOWLEDGE

LANGUAGE STRUCTURES

VERBAL REASONING

LITERACY KNOWLEDGE

PHON. AWARENESS

DECODING (and SPELLING)

SIGHT RECOGNITION

SKILLED READING:
fluent execution and
coordination of word 
recognition and text
comprehension.

LANGUAGE COMPREHENSION

WORD RECOGNITION
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Pictures/Basic Sight 

Words

Sight Words/Phonic 

Rules

Sight Words/Phonic 

Rules/Exceptions

Vocabulary/

7 Keys to 

Comprehension





















Rule of Thumb

If a reader, with an introduction and 

support, cannot read about 90 

percent of the words accurately, 

the text is too difficult.

~ Fountas & Pinnell



Reading is NOT a set of Pre K, K, 

1st, 2nd, … grade skills – Reading 

occurs on a continuum and 

classrooms must be built to 

assess and teach where each 

student is on that continuum.        
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❑

❑

❑



NO other information 

Needed

Based on number of letter 

sounds - test blending

NO other information 

Needed

Needs Phonics 

Assessment

NO other information 

Needed

Based on number of letter 

sounds – no further info

15/20

15/20
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List the top 2 Stumbling Blocks 

for Struggling Readers above

2nd Grade

• Long Vowel Patterns 



Long 
Vowel 

Patterns



List the top 2 Stumbling Blocks 

for Struggling Readers above

2nd Grade

• Long Vowel Patterns 

• 6 Types of Syllables









Deer pair ants,
Ur chiuld wil b brnging hom riting, doo not b 

skaird ov the speling.  The inglish langwij iz kunfewzing 
two lern.  Cidz uz “smartie” speling in thair wrk to 
xpres thair thouts.  Foursing cidz too uz cunvenshunal
speling reedoss thair dezir and abillite to right.  It iz 
mi joub to teech ur child 2 uz reesorsis and lerning to 
beecum tha best “Smartie Writer” thay kan bee.     

U can hlp ur child bi incoruging thim at eech
divelupmentil stag.  Axk ur child to reed and esplane
thair riting to u.  Az ur child lerns about the inglish 
langwij tha wil mak the tranzishun to “adult writing”.  

Thank u 
4 ur saport,
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Biggest 
Challenge
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Blue

Red

Wall Poster – Level 1

Blue

Blue



3 Ways to Write

 Draw a Picture

 Kid Writing
Smartie Writing ~ Brave Spelling

 Write the Word



Blue

Green

Red

Wall Poster – Level 2

Blue

Green

Blue

Green



Blue

Green

Red

Wall Poster – Level 3

Green

Blue

Green

Green

Green

Blue

Green

Green

Green

Green



Expository Essay

One reason

Big Kitchen

1. Room to cook

2. Lots of food

3. Big refrigerator

Also

Fireplace

1. Warm

2. Crackling

3. Smoky smell

Third

My Porch

1. Screened

2. Relaxing

3. Cool

In summary

My home is a special 
place because it has a 
big kitchen, a fireplace 
and a porch.

My home is a special place.



My home is a special place.  It is special because it has a 
fireplace, a big kitchen, and a porch.  It is a wonderful place to 
live.

One reason my home is special is because I love my big 
kitchen.  It has plenty of room to cook.  There is a lot of room 
for all the food I like to eat.  I like my large refrigerator most of 
all.

Also, my fireplace is wonderful.  On chilly nights it keeps 
my warm as a mitten.  I love to listen to the crackling.  The 
smoky smell reminds me of the days when I go camping.

Third, my home has a terrific porch.  The porch is 
screened, which is lucky for me.  I am a bug magnet!  My porch is 
a great place for relaxing.  Even on warm nights the porch is cool 
because you can enjoy the evening breezes.

In summary, my home is special because it has a big 
kitchen, a fireplace and a porch.  I couldn’t imagine living 
anywhere else.



Narrative
In the beginning

Cat food commercial came 
on

1. Dancing cats

2. Singing about food

3. I said “How cute”

During the commercial

My cat got angry

1. Arched his back

2. His hair stood up

3. Hissed aloud

Just then

He spoke to me

1. Called the commercial 
foolish

2. Said the food was gross

3. Told me never to buy it 
again

Since that day

Never spoken again

Stopped buying food

My cat is not allowed to 
watch TV.

The day my pet spoke to me
Who?  My cat and I
What?  Relaxing
Where?  At home
When?  In the evening
Why?  It had been a long day



One evening I was relaxing at home.  My cat and I were watching 
television.  It had been a long day, and I needed some time to wind down.

In the beginning of our favorite show, a commercial came on for a brand 
of cat food I usually buy.  This commercial had adorable little dancing cats.  The 
cats were singing about the cat food.  I thought it was cute, and I laughed out 
loud.

During this commercial my cat got angry.  He stood up and arched his 
back.  The hair on his back was standing up.  He let out an ear-splitting scream.

Just then, he started talking.  He called the commercial foolish and 
snarled at the television.  My cat told me that brand of cat food was gross.  
Then he told me never to buy it again.  I had always thought that he liked the 
stuff!

Since that day my cat has not spoken again.  I did stop buying that 
brand of cat food.  But because of his ill-mannered hissing and growling, my cat 
has had a limit placed on his television time.



Persuasive Essay

One reason

Chores

1. Trash

2. Walk dog

3. Do dishes

Also

Study Hard

1. Spelling

2. Math

3. Science

In addition

Use Manners

1. Please

2. Thank you

3. Cover mouth when 
I yawn

Hence

Kids should get bigger 
allowances because we do 
chores, study hard and use 
our manners.

Kids should get bigger allowances.



Kids should get bigger allowances because we do chores.  
Kids are always studying hard.  We even use manners!  It isn’t 
easy being a kid, and we deserve a little reward.

One reason for a larger allowance is all the chores we 
do.  We take out stinky trash every night.  Walking the dog is 
really not fun.  And who likes doing dishes?

Also, kids study hard, and that should be worth 
something.  Spelling words take a long time to learn.  For math 
we have to add and subtract.  Science homework keeps us 
busy, too.

In addition, kids use their manners, so they should get 
something in return.  Why do you think we say “please”?  
“Thank you” is another way we are polite.  Let’s face it, we 
don’t cover our mouths while yawning for nothing.

Hence, kids should get bigger allowances because we do chores, 
study hard and use our manners.  How can you disagree?
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